Here’s a list of the latest *Tiki Essentials* updates, most popular pages and tags, and a project status report. You can also list all pages, list all tags, and read all news.

### Newly Updated Pages

1. Privacy Policy  
2. Using the Look and Feel  
3. Using the CSS Assistant  
4. Displaying the Output  
5. Editing Pages  
6. Upgrading to the Current Release  
7. Getting Started with Tiki  
8. Using this Guide  
9. Modifying Templates  
10. Home  
   ...more

### Most Popular Pages

1. Contributors  
2. Home  
3. Tiki Essentials  
4. Copyright Information  
5. Modifying Templates  
6. Tiki Registration  
7. Customizing Tiki Themes  
8. Tiki Install Directory  
9. Blog  
10. Using Profile Repositories

---

This guide is written by Rick Sapir and published by tikiforsmarties.com. This guide is Copyright © 2010-2014 by Rick Sapir under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 License. Some rights reserved.

Fair attribution includes a return link to [http://twessentials.tikiforsmarties.com](http://twessentials.tikiforsmarties.com) (for online use) and mention of primary author (Rick Sapir) and publisher (KeyContent.org).

Essentially, you are are free:

- to **Share** — to copy, distribute and transmit the work

- to **Remix** — to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

- **Attribution.** You must attribute the work to me, as the original licensor, but not in any way that suggests that I endorse you or your use of the work. Fair attribution includes a return link to [http://twessentials.tikiforsmarties.com](http://twessentials.tikiforsmarties.com) (for online use) and mention of primary author (Rick Sapir) and publisher (KeyContent.org).

- **Share Alike.** If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same, similar or a compatible license.

Please read [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode) for the full license.

Please read Credits and Acknowledgments for full list of contributors to this project.

### Images

The screen images are from Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware, from some versions between Version 6 up to Version 12, and are made available under the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1 (LGPL). Some pictures and images are from stock.xchng and are subject to the SXC Image License Agreement.

### Trademarks

...
Privacy

Please see Privacy Policy for information on how your personal information is treated when you access Tiki Essentials.

This content is licensed under the terms of the Copyright Information.

The original document is available at https://twessentials.tikiforSMARTies.com/What%27s+New